Learning analytics has been defined as the measurement, collection, analysis and reporting of data about learners and their contexts, for purposes of understanding and optimising learning and the environments in which it occurs.

This paper considers the following:

- What is learning analytics
- The potential of learning analytics
- The challenges of learning analytics
- The risks of learning analytics

Key recommendations:

- Learning analytics should support students’ agency and development of positive identities rather than predict and determine them. Learning analytics data could have a negative impact on a student’s choices and identity when their achievements and characteristics are reflected back to them, predicted and visualised.

- Educational institutions should be supported to develop the capacity to transform data analysis into valuable and empowering interventions. Learning analytics is not in itself the goal but could provide a basis for decision making for effective action.

- It should be recognised that the effectiveness of learning analytics depends on increased communication and knowledge sharing among commercial developers, researchers and practitioners.
What is ‘Learning Analytics’?

The current collection and analysis of large, complex data sets in education is both unprecedented and becoming more and more prevalent. Huge amounts of personal and academic data about individuals and institutions are being captured and used to support educational decision-making and denote achievement, which is increasingly data-driven and measured by standardised test data.1

The analysis and use of large datasets in education and other sectors is often assumed to facilitate better judgments, predict outcomes, and support decision-making. However, these possibilities of deeper understanding and better decision-making are tempered by a more complicated reality. Such datasets are often complex, subjective, difficult to understand and frequently overwhelm the capacity of individuals and organisations to use them effectively and sensibly. Indeed, there are significant challenges in how to manage, protect, interpret and purposefully use such educational data to support learning. The field of ‘learning analytics’ addresses these challenges.

‘Learning analytics’ has been defined as: ‘The measurement, collection, analysis and reporting of data about learners and their contexts, for purposes of understanding and optimising learning and the environments in which it occurs.’

The emerging field is seen to be one of the fastest growing areas of research related to education and technology. Its purpose revolves around managing and using data patterns to make recommendations for improving learning. To achieve this, learning analytics interrogates learner-based data interaction (using techniques such as predictive modelling, user profiling, adaptive learning, and social network analysis) to inform or prompt actions or decisions based on the results. Such decisions could include identifying the need for intervention, personalising support or promotion of engagement and learning.3 The field is multi-layered and its impact can be seen to affect macro (government or international), meso (institution) and micro (individual learners) levels of action and intervention. Emerging sub-categories within the field provide feedback to different audiences, and some are listed here:

Action or nudge analytics — supports change by nudging or prompting people or institutions to take different actions.

Social network analysis and social learning analytics — investigate social networks, their actors and their relationships, as well as focusing on learning that happens in networks such as participatory online cultures.

Disposition analytics — examine learner characteristics that can improve engagement and support for lifelong learning and future challenges. Disposition analytics relate to the dimensions of ‘learning power’ and the online self-reporting questionnaire called ELLI (Effective Lifelong Learning Inventory), which analyses and visually represents learning power profiles.4

The potential of learning analytics

The field’s potential to support effective learning being is increasingly recognised. The capture of data to fine levels of granularity can illuminate learning activity and lead to recommendations that help teachers and learners assess learning activity.5 Intelligent recognition of verified data patterns also supports predictive modelling, which analyses learner-centred data in order to probabilistically predict future outcomes. These predictions can generate feedback suggesting adaptations, improvements or recommendations or wider institutions. These can include prompting a learner to self-assess their progress or informing teachers about students at risk of failing due to poor attendance or late submission of assignments. Learning analytics also supports assessment methods that can increase agency for the learners, such as the use of ‘learner-facing’ tools that represent data back to learners and support self-regulation of learning.5

The use of visual data analysis or visualisation (the graphical representation of multi-faceted complex data sets) demonstrates how such data can become ‘actionable’. For example, ‘dashboard’ systems allow students to monitor their own academic or behavioural activity and access relevant strategies and support. Teachers can also use ‘dashboards’ to compare student or class progress to predictive models of previous classes or performance.

The challenges of learning analytics

The enthusiasm surrounding this emergent field has prompted a learner to self-assess their progress or informing teachers about students at risk of failing due to poor attendance or late submission of assignments. Learning analytics also supports assessment methods that can increase agency for the learners, such as the use of ‘learner-facing’ tools that represent data back to learners and support self-regulation of learning.5

The use of visual data analysis or visualisation (the graphical representation of multi-faceted complex data sets) demonstrates how such data can become ‘actionable’. For example, ‘dashboard’ systems allow students to monitor their own academic or behavioural activity and access relevant strategies and support. Teachers can also use ‘dashboards’ to compare student or class progress to predictive models of previous classes or performance.

Possible risks

Learning analytics offers exciting possibilities for education and assessment, particularly in the areas of personalising learning, empowering learners, improving data literacy and visualising feedback. However, the excitement is moderated by a number of challenges that need to be addressed by the educational community. These centre around issues of agency, purpose and the values behind learning analytics tools and practices. Data collection and the tools that measure it are not neutral and instead reflect what we consider to be ‘good’ education, pedagogy and assessment practices, which are all fundamental issues at the heart of learning analytics development.2,6

Given the swiftness of learning analytics’ emergence and its expansion from higher education to the schools market, the field is attracting powerful commercial vendors who are developing data mining and analytics tools. Investment by large companies is needed in order that pedagogical processes can be developed, aimed at improving the process of learning rather than simply becoming another means of measuring performance. Ultimately, using data to improve learning requires tools that align with pedagogical principles alongside sound data analysis skills, ethical considerations and institutional capacities that can ensure value-driven and valuable interventions.

Learning analytics needs to shift from a technology-focused orientation to one that uses data to take informed action on learning


Course Signals (developed at Purdue University) is an example of a system which uses learning analytics to provide real-time feedback to students. Data is mined from multiple sources and statistical techniques are used to predict which students are at risk of failure. The system uses grades, demographic characteristics, past academic history and students’ effort (measured by their on-line activity within a learning management system). Based on the results of the predictive algorithms, tutors then develop an intervention programme that could include both on-line and face-to-face support.

Assessment is universally recognised as one of the most important – and powerful – elements of an educational experience. It is also seen as one of the hardest to reform. However, there is an increasingly accepted need for rethinking assessment if it is to keep up with current theoretical, cultural and technological developments affecting teaching and learning.

Digital technologies open up new possibilities for more personalised, immediate and engaging assessment experiences. However, the use of digital technologies for assessment (referred to as ‘technology-enhanced assessment’) has yet to be ‘transformative’, with current practices either replicating traditional assessment methods or manifesting in pockets of innovation that are not widespread.

How the potential of digital technologies can best support improved assessment practices and preferred educational outcomes is becoming an issue of increasing importance. An acknowledgement of the potential that digital technologies offer should recognise the complexity of the task, the many factors affecting successful educational change, and the significant ethical questions raised by the use of digital technologies in assessment.

This series of discussion papers draw on a substantial review of literature which aimed to identify the different ways in which technology currently impacts on educational assessment practices and how it could contribute to a new vision for assessment.

The review of literature is available at: bristol.ac.uk/education/research/sites/tea

The following discussion papers have been produced in order to highlight key issues and questions identified by the review of literature:

- Paper 1: Transforming education through technology enhanced assessment
- Paper 2: Integrating the formative and summative through technology enhanced assessment
- Paper 3: Exploiting the collaborative potential of technology enhanced assessment in Higher Education
- Paper 4: Learning analytics and technology enhanced assessment
- Paper 5: Ethical issues in technology enhanced assessment
- Paper 6: National standards and technology enhanced assessment
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